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IFC on The Hill Goals - 2024
● Strengthen a positive Greek image in Boulder that demonstrates a proud, unified, and

independent fraternity community striving towards constantly improving relationships and
communication with the University of Colorado-Boulder, the City of Boulder, the Boulder
Police and Fire Departments, the University Hill community, and all other stakeholders.

● Create positive interactions among IFC fraternity chapters and their brothers to build better
interfraternal relationships, especially through joint philanthropic, social, and community
service activities. Strengthen our “cousins” mentality by treating all IFC fraternity members as
one would treat a “brother” in his respective chapter. Strengthen the relationship between the
IFC fraternities and their members, and with the Panhellenic Council, their individual
sororities, and their sisters, through planned programming.

● Continue to emphasize the Safe Chapter program. Strive to positively impact the drug and
alcohol culture at the University of Colorado-Boulder, through the leadership of the IFC and
its fraternity chapters. Deliver regular, structured educational programs to each IFC fraternity
chapter and its members about preventing hazing and raising awareness concerning sexual
assault.

● Strengthen our commitment to contribute productively to the University Hill community, the
University of Colorado-Boulder, and the City of Boulder. Actively communicate with
community stakeholders and the IFC fraternity chapters and their members to reduce
negative impacts (including but not limited to fireworks, fire hazards, trash, weeds, general
property upkeep, excessive noise, and nuisances). Communicate with community
stakeholders to understand concerns and issues of the University Hill community.

● Continue the IFC’s commitment to the academic success of potential new members and
initiated brothers recognizing that their primary role is as students at the University of
Colorado-Boulder. Encourage educational commitment and improvement as a Greek
community. Strive to surpass the all-men’s average for University of Colorado-Boulder.

● Grow the IFC in membership and involvement through a focus on values-based recruitment
at all chapters. Allow chapter members to grow as positive members of the IFC community,
utilizing their fraternity values. Strengthen the unity of the IFC at both the chapter and
individual member levels.

● Constantly review, update, and implement new community standards, expectations, rules
and bylaws regarding the safety, prosperity, and accountability of IFC fraternity chapters, our
brothers, and all stakeholders.
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